would lead to additional new upstream dams on the Verde — and the death of that magnificent river's wild, scenic, free-flowing, wilderness qualities.

Our David and Goliath struggle against those monstrous bureaucracies known as the Bureau of
6. As mentioned above, Cliff Dam will destroy or degrade critical riverine foraging and nesting habitat of two of the last 12 pairs of Arizona's and the world's $11 million. A typical pork-heavy Bureau study showed it could be accomplished for $110 million — still much less than Cliff's quarter billion dollar price-
counties balk at paving for Phoenix’ real estate
FLOODPRONE LAND AT $800,000 PER ACRE... The Rio Salado master plan states that they will be able to...
Save A Desert River
SAVE THE UNIQUE DESERT BALD EAGLE POPULATION
THE FLOOD CONTROL HOAX

There is no flood control justification for the dam. Metro Phoenix recently solved its flooding problem by protecting the property formerly in the floodplain with levees, channels, relocation and by building fifteen large bridges spanning the floodplain.

THE WATER STORAGE HOAX

The Rio Salado development would squander almost twice as much water as the dam would.